Lyle Cherneff ’21 won both the Ruth Simmons Prize in Gender and Women’s Studies and the Joan Wallach Scott Prize for an outstanding honors thesis in Gender and Sexuality Studies for “The Ties That Bind: Incest and Family-Making in the Postbellum South.” The thesis explores how the socially constructed idea of “home” as a safe place conflicts with the reality of nineteenth-century Southern households, which he identifies in his thesis as the locus of “an unprecedented explosion of domestic violence.” In the work, Lyle explores white patriarchy and incest, marriage regulation, the sexual and familial structure of the slave plantation, and miscegenation laws that persisted into the twentieth century.

In conferring both awards to the work, the prize committee commented, “Cherneff’s research advances our understanding of patriarchy, kinship, the roots of white supremacy, Southern jurisprudence, and intersubjective relations under slavery and in its aftermath through careful readings of case law, newspaper accounts, and letters. Discursive analysis of the figure of ‘home’ exposes its contradictory affective valences, the site at once of ideals of safety, security and privacy and of violence, confinement, and secrecy.”

It is very unusual for the Pembroke Center to give both prizes to the same thesis—indeed, this is the first time the Pembroke Center has done so. This speaks to the truly exceptional caliber of “The Ties That Bind: Incest and Family-Making in the Postbellum South.” While Lyle’s superlative thesis rose to the top this year, the judges were faced with an impossibly competitive pool of theses, and felt compelled to recognize the work of two additional undergraduate scholars whose theses they judged to be outstanding.

Gemma Sack ’21 was granted honorable mention for the Ruth Simmons Prize for her thesis “Selling Mrs. Procreator: Eugenics, Homemaking, and American Nationalism in Women’s Magazines, 1929-1939.” Bringing together several discursive threads—including gender, race, reproduction, and consumption—in a project drawing on historical, theoretical, scholarly, and popular sources, this thesis examines the interconnections of eugenics, domesticity, and the fortification of the American way of life in mass-market women’s magazines of the 1930s. The mutually reinforcing politics of home and nation during the interwar period are clearly evident, the thesis argues, in popular magazines targeting women as the reproducers of a particular ideological form of the family.
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The 2021-22 academic year marks the 130th anniversary of women at Brown, the Pembroke Center’s 40th anniversary, and the 50th anniversary of Title IX. The Pembroke Center looks forward to celebrating these landmark anniversaries with the broader Brown community.
The thesis by Cal Turner ’21, “The Virtue of the Virago: Gender-Crossing Difference and the Social Life of the Early Modern Female Crossdresser” was awarded honorable mention for the Ruth Simmons Prize for its insightful analysis of two seventeenth-century literary accounts of female crossdressing, one from England and the other written in Spain. This thesis understands female crossdressing not as an instrumental act or a narrative device, but as a mode of relational and social being in the world. Reading the female crossdresser as a profoundly social figure who develops routes toward relationship through the mark of difference that crossdressing constitutes, this thesis finds present-day trans resonances in a historical lineage of counternarratives of gendered existential states.

History and Africana studies concentrator Connor Jenkins ’22 was awarded the Barbara Anton Community Research Grant for his project “’Fear gave speed to our steps’: Slavery’s Hauntings and the Long Lives of Plantation Geographies in Edenton, North Carolina from 1850 to 1880.” The grant supports undergraduate students doing an honors thesis involving community work related to the welfare of women and children. Describing his plan for this project, Connor said, “In 1861, Harriet Jacobs anonymously published her narrative about her escape from slavery. In the 1970s, historians located Jacobs’ enslavement in Edenton, North Carolina. To understand regional (mis-)remembering of slavery, I will map Edenton geographies and lineages pre-1865 and post-1865 through correspondence and newspapers. By interviewing Edentonians, I will investigate antebellum legacies in modern space and gender roles. This project simply asks: what changed in Edenton after emancipation? Much historiography considers slavery through geography and gender, yet local histories often omit these analytics. Calculated local forgetting of slavery undergirds spectacular insurrectionary activity and quotidian structural inequality, rendering this project urgent and timely.”

Sabrina Bajwa ’21.5, a gender and sexuality studies and Hispanic studies concentrator, won the Helen Terry MacLeod Research Grant for her project “Reproductive (In)justice in Detention.” Describing her project, Sabrina said, “In September 2020, whistleblower Dawn Wooten drew attention to allegations of forced hysterectomies at Irwin County Detention Center in Georgia. Just two years prior, the Trump administration found itself embroiled in a legal battle as the Office of Refugee Resettlement denied pregnant minors’ access to abortion in detention. Through archival work, reviewing key court cases, and conducting interviews with current organizers, my research traces the historical incorporation of reproductive coercion within immigration politics to illuminate how these seemingly contradictory anti-birth and anti-abortion pushes exist simultaneously. In considering these examples in conversation, I highlight the creative efforts of activists in urging for a reproductive justice-based movement to dismantle the white supremacy underlying the convergence of reproductive coercion and anti-immigration politics.”

Marie J. Langlois Dissertation Prize

Dr. Whitney Arey, who completed her PhD in the Department of Anthropology at Brown this spring as well as a graduate certificate in Gender and Sexuality Studies, won the Marie J. Langlois Dissertation Prize for “Abortion as Care: Affective and Biosocial Experiences of Abortion Access and Decision-Making.” The Langlois Prize recognizes an outstanding dissertation in areas related to gender studies or feminist analysis, and confers a $1000 honorarium.

The dissertation, which is based on 18 months of ethnographic field research that Arey conducted in and around two abortion clinics in her home state of North Carolina, considers how the politicized space of the abortion clinic makes possible novel forms of care.
Describing her work, Arey says, “I argue that this politicization makes the formation of temporary biosocial relationships with strangers possible. I explore the role that family, friends, partners, healthcare workers, and anti-abortion protesters play in abortion access. I show how patients’ already constrained access abortion care is made possible by, and sometimes made more difficult by, their relationships with others.”

Arey conducted her ethnographic research during a time when North Carolina and a number of other states were passing numerous laws to restrict abortion access.

Daniel Jordan Smith, professor of anthropology, Charles C. Tillinghast ’32 Professor of International Studies, and Arey’s dissertation advisor, described the dissertation as grounded in empirical observation and informed by cutting-edge theory. She created “a contextually-grounded account and a nuanced understanding of an issue about which conventional narratives provide simplistic, black-and-white interpretations,” Smith said.

Katherine A. Mason, Vartan Gregorian Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Brown and Arey’s mentor, concurred: “Whitney’s dissertation is a transformative account of abortion in the US that gets away from tired conversations about personal choice and personal responsibility, and instead shows us how abortion decisions, procedures, and recovery – as well as the meaning that people make of these experiences – are the results of complex negotiations between the pregnant person and a number of other parties.”

Arey, who was a 2020-21 Interdisciplinary Fellow at the Pembroke Center and was the head teaching assistant for the Gender and Sexuality Studies program course “Introduction to Gender and Sexuality Studies,” charted new territory by attending to the conversations that women considering an early, routine abortion have with their partners and with other family members and friends as they make the decision about whether to have an abortion or not, according to Smith, and her dissertation promises to make significant contributions to scholarship on the anthropology of reproduction, the anthropology of bioethics, and to broader humanistic studies of gender, ethics, kinship, and violence.
Professional and Career Development Opportunities for Brown Students

Over the summer, Brown graduate students enjoyed unique professional training opportunities through proctorships with the Pembroke Center Archives and with differences: A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies.

Pembroke Center Archives Proctorships

The goal of the Pembroke Center Archives Graduate Curatorial Proctorships is to offer graduate students with expertise in gender and sexuality studies the opportunity to cross-train into professional curatorial work. Over the course of this summer, Melaine Ferdinand-King and N’Kosi Oates, both doctoral candidates in the Department of Africana Studies at Brown, learned about archival curation and development through an apprenticeship model with Mary Murphy, the Nancy L. Buc’65 Pembroke Center Archivist, and Ann duCille, Professor of English, Emerita at Wesleyan University and Visiting Scholar in Gender Studies at the Pembroke Center.

N’Kosi and Melaine met weekly with Ann and Mary; conducted research to identify potential donors of papers for the Black Feminist Theory Collections; prepared and presented curatorial “pitches”; created and sent solicitation letters to notable Black feminist scholars; and participated in and led curatorial meetings with interested potential donors. Each also traveled with archives staff to survey and pick up collections.

Melaine Ferdinand-King
Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Africana Studies

Research interests: Black aesthetics and culture, Black feminism, and the Black radical tradition

“I was interested in working with the archives on the Black Feminist Theory Project because I wanted to apply my knowledge of Black feminist theory and history to embodied practices like archiving and curation. As a student of the Black radical and feminist traditions, I’ve treasured the opportunity to engage with work by women who’ve inspired and guided my own Black feminist journey and take part in the preservation of their legacies. It was important to me that our team address the question of ethics in archiving the work of Black women theorists at the start of the proctorship, and I planted my participation within an understanding of Black feminist ethics. From the beginning, I took up Audre Lorde’s challenge to ‘seek the roots’ of our foremothers and set intentions to approach this work with love and attention to the many documented histories/stories entrusted to us.”

Melaine Ferdinand-King

N’Kosi Oates
Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Africana Studies

Research interests: African American culture, aesthetics, literature, and social history from Reconstruction to the 1980s

“Mary Murphy and Professor Ann duCille developed a remarkable, immersive experience. Teaching is a central focus of the Pembroke Center, and both Mary and Ann were intentional that the proctorship offered a chance for us to learn the curatorial process. My graduate proctor colleague and I corresponded via email with prospective donors, attended team meetings, and assisted with a survey visit. We had an opportunity to see what it means to be a curator/archivist.”

N’Kosi Oates
In Memoriam

Chelsey C. Remington ’61, P’89, ’92

The Pembroke Center community lost a great friend in March when Chelsey C. Remington ’61, P’89, ’92 passed away at her home in Cape Nedrick, Maine.

Chelsey, who earned her A.B. from Pembroke College in Brown University in 1961, joined IBM as a Systems Engineer and remained with the company until 1969. A lifelong community volunteer, particularly in the fields of education and community service, Chelsey served as chair of the Pembroke Associates Council from 1992-94.

Chelsey served in many positions of leadership, including as president of the Harvard Garden Club, president of the Harvard Historical Society, a governor of the Concord (Massachusetts) Museum and a trustee of Fruitlands Museums in Harvard for eleven years. She worked for over fifteen years with Concord (MA) Family Service, a family service agency that offered a broad range of family counseling services including older adult services, adoption, pregnancy counseling, and employee assistance services in an eleven-town area.

Chelsey also served on the Ladies Committee of the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston), and helped lead fundraising efforts there. She was named an MFA Overseer in 1996 and was later appointed an Honorary Overseer.

Chelsey had a great impact at Brown. In addition to chairing the Pembroke Center Associates Council, she was appointed a trustee in 1999, and was the national chair of the Brown Annual Fund for three years. In addition, she was a long-time member of the University's Facilities and Design Committee.

Described as a doting grandmother and a lover of the Maine coast, with a self-taught but keen appreciation for landscape design, interior design, art and architecture, Chelsey is said to have loved to cook and garden. ■

A memorial service will be held at Manning Chapel on the Brown campus on Friday, September 17 at 4:00 p.m.
Gifts to the Friends of the Pembroke Center support the research, teaching, archives and alumnae/i programs sponsored by the Pembroke Center.
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